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Article abstract
Is machine translation a dream or a danger for translators? Such questions are
still asked by many translation professionals. In this article we try to show how
machine translation is evolving to become a beneficial tool for translators
specialised in technical translations. The machine translation systems which
are currently on the market are almost always based on computer and
linguistic technologies which are now old. Computer science today is highly
accessible and flexible; it adapts itself more easily to users. Based on work
carried out at GETA (a university laboratory in Grenoble, France), SITE and
B'VITAL are currently working on the integration of machine translation in the
process of technical document production. We first present different computer
and linguistic techniques used; we then talk about evaluation and debugging
techniques to be carried out in close collaboration with SITE's professional
translators. We conclude with future perspectives represented by the
ambitious European project EUROLANG, which has just started.
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